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'ATTRIBUTION" AND "PERSONAL CONSTRUCT" AS HEURISTIC

DEVICES FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SCHOOL CONSULTANT

* . Joshua Auerbach

Yale University

In this paper, I will present some conceptual tools which I believe-to

be potentially useful ig,,,,guiding psychological consultation in the schools.

My ideas are intended to supplement, not.replace, thoseAnajor works on the

consultation process (Argyris, 1970; Sarason, Levine, Goldenberg, Cherie',

& Bennett, 1966: Caplan, 1970) which deal With broad issues of consultant

behavior and intervention strategy. The ideas presented here are tools for

the analysis of situations which are likely to arise in many of the forms of

consultation which a psychologist is likely to undertake in a school system.

I hope to accomplish in the following discussion is the elabora-

tipn, in terms relevant to consultation practice, of two relatively well-

developed analytic notions from pereona2ity and social psychology. The first

is the notion of rattributim," which formed the cornerstone of Heider's

(1950) psychology of 'commOn sense" and which has been recently used with
(,

success (Jones & Davis, 1965 Kelley, 1967) in theoretically integrating a

wide range of interpersonal phenomena. The second, conceived differently

from, but philosophically compatible with, the first, is George Kelly's

(1955) notion, of the "persOnal contruct." Both terms, attribution and

personal construct', refer to processes which are go on in the

minds of people as.they attempt to make sense out of the objects and events

'which they perceive and experience.

Attribution- refers to the process 'by which people answer the

tion xli157' about events. It refers both to the process by which events are

--a
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interpreted as being the effects, of certain causes and to the companion pro-

cdss by. which the 1caus is mentally endowed wit the capability, dispost-

tion and/or tendency to sprgduce the "effect." As a mundane example, suppose

one has the expert nce of finding grains of plaster on the floor. Far from

me6ly sweeping up, one typically attributes their presence to some

defect in the ceiling.

';Personal constructs" refer to the dimensions, both conventional and

idiosyncratic, which are used to cl.:11stfy both events and objects. In the

exampletjuSt given, the concept of "defectiveness" is being employed to

-

. classify the state of .the ceiling. The .implicattons of the label "defec-

tive" may vary from individual to individual,,depending on its connection

with other. concepts, such as "good-bad," "importance," etc.. All of this
/ -

'processing' is relatively automatic. It occurs "preconsciously" before

any 'action_ itrtakn.

-Both attribution theory and personal coistruct theory' characterize
7

people as not merely reacting" to immediat' stimuli.. Rather, they are seen

as constantly translating the uniqueness the ever-changing present into
c

some enduring and organized system of ideas. The System which is :hereby

personally imposed on reality enables people to live in a. comprehensible

world, a world in which actions can be planned with some foreknowledge of

their most 'probal,le.outcomes.
. It is Clear, in the cast of the mythical

homeowner.above; that his attributions and personal' constructs give him

control over the events which he would not have if he merely ployed_a

broom. That is,, he can be, relatively sure ,that, once appropriate action

is taken; plaster will not keep appearing'on his floor.

On the othei hand, even while this imposed order is necessary and

evitable, it can have certain costs. Since the employment of attributions
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and persOnal constructs always involvesa selection from a universe of al-

ternative 'formulations," some alternatives must always be sacrificed in

favor of others. AS one becomes increasingly committed to particular per-

sonal constructs or attributions, one may lose the ability to use others

which are incompatible. In the homeowner example we have employed so far,

they cost is, not likely to be great because the number of alternative ways

t
of seeing the particular slice bf reality under consideration are few.

This happy situation does not'exist, however, in complex social situations

such as schools. In the schools, everyone who must perform a function

has a set of attributional preferences and persona constructs which ..he

employs. Although these are vital to the individuals involved, enabling

them to function day to day, they become a liability when special problems

arise and new ways of thinking are called for. Let me.now illustrate-

this problem with an example frog my experience as a psychological con-

sultans in the schOols.

Personal Anecdote are .:,ase Example

I came to develop some of my present ideas as a result of experiences

in the school year 1972-73, during which I was available two days a week

to the entire staff of a middle school as a 'psychological consultant."

Iethis intervention, partly out of ignorance and partly in response to

political realities, I entered the school in the most expedient way rather.

than.following the. prescriptions of a major consultation theory. aeyOnd

distributing a memorandum announcing my availability to all staff members

d
sbparately and Oollectively,I offerid nothing to .circumscribe or delineate

my role. The nature of this ambip ous entry assured that I had no'clearW
.

defined single client. Furthermore, I made no attempt to address,the entire
)

t.
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collectivity of the school as my ziient, agsomeconsultation theOries
4

(Argyris, 1970) would advOcate. 7,athei my situation was like, that of

)4 /.
new doctor in a small town 0h' hangs w4---n4s shIngle and waits for patiefirs.

I was forced to think .'microcosmically 3hcmt each consul ant-consultee

interaction, and thug develOped my idaqr: szmcwhat differently than theor-

ists who have been concerned-with major goals.ard directions of a-coor-

dinated ,coi,sultaticn effoct.

1 armly nevertheless, thit c2rta:'.n "microcosmic" issues

must he faced by pFychological cousuli-.cnts in the schools no :latter what
9

major.guidina principles thy nab, follow. One cC she most parri.s1-.ent and

puzfAing of these issues ,Ionsistad of the inTro.st.:Iorl t.v'.t I and the client

facins mew,,:re not ab^uz- fj2 ":72ohlcm." T now beneve that

this impression' came about because, in Lacting to tha s-'!nts which con-

stituted the problem "stimulus," we eachattributed these events to dif-
,

ferent causes and mobilized different personal constructs. Rather than

being conscious of this process, we e." nded to think as ifthe at-

.

' tributed causes 4nd imposed Categors 1,-,LrL.the problem, and became exasr

pet4ated,wfth each other because, tc each of us, the other seemed to be ad-

dressing %I/relevant" issues,. As just' one cf many possibile examples I

can thi f, let ma describe a conversation which I had with a teacher

about a dilemma which came up for him in the prod sga grading a paper.

10 The .gttimulug: in this' case was a test paper, approximately 80% cor-

ract 1,hich had been completed by a student with a severe reading problem

d a rather passive, withdrawn style. The
P

StudelA had taken the paper

o e. -recial teacher so that '..he guestions'Could-be read to him. HoweVer,

from olx knowledge of the" child and his conceptual weaknesses, it appeare4

unlinly that he dould have done as well as he did unless he had practically

-
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been told the anguerp..

For both the teacher and me, there were certain indisputible.fects,

and certain areas which were unknown, but which we filled in bran attri7

. ,

butive proCess. Indisputible was the fact of the test paper and our know-

ledge - :the child's ability. Unknown to, us was precisely what had hap-

pened .-van the child went to the special teacher with the test paper.

But, each of us nevertheless filled in. necessary blanks by attribution so-

that each of ushad an idea of what the problem was. Pather than de-1

scribe the conversation' in detail; I will now state what I later inferre

to be the-major viewpoillIts:,tge teacher's and mine.

The teacher saw the child as 'defective' and consequently not respon="`N

siblaqfor his actions. At the same time, he perceived that a certain

authority cluster" in the school; consisting of.the principal, the special

teacher; and certain highet administration 'experts, had collectively

mandated that this pfective" child ought to remain in his class and be e

treated as part of the group, I wis.identified.with.the.luthoriticis in his

' A'

mind, and it was in the spirit of that` attribution that heapptoached ma.

He felt that,what the authorities wanted him to do was to maintain the 117

lusion that tEa child was 'normal.' He felt further that he had tried to

carry out that mandate, although grudgingly, andit had led him to a posi-

.

tion where he was now being asked to do something which he felt .was "wrong"

and would probably be hatmfu to tb4 child: i.e., giVe him e mark he didn't

'deserve.'

Ilythinkinryatthetimewassomewhatdifferent.-4,0wn personal con--

Structs did not include the potion of "defectiVeness'.ag implying la& of

personal reSpOnsibility for ones actions. 'ather, I sat/ the child-as

wishing to succeed, like anyone else, and particularly motivated to
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preserve whatever was left of his self-esteem. I surmised that, faced

with an impossible test, he had used every trick in the book in his inter-
.

action with the special teacher and that she had not had her heart in try-

ing to resist his manipulations. I felt the true Problem, however, to be

in thP ..raceAthat such a difficult test was gives to him. Thie,,in turn,

I attributed to the classroom teacher'S Jack of faith in the child's abil-

ity to learn. I perceived him as going through the motione,of 'teaching"

the child quite mechanically.

It should be clearthat the different versions of the 'problem" held
a

by each of were.sufficient to produce a feeling of "talking at cross.

purposes.' In fact, the intervention ended tdth nothing having been ac-

t

coMplIshed.., I n'OW ebeliev that this negative outcome might have been a-
.

voided if I had,been aware, at the time, of all the attributions andas-
7

sumptiona which each of us were mobilizing. I-will now attempt to develop

some notions, both general and *peCific, lalich may help focus the con4

sultant's attention on crucial attributions and assumption's of the con-

sultee andsPf himself.

.

Two Views of Man and Their Implications for Consultation

I would like to begin my analysis of the attributions, and personal too=

structs of -consultants and consultees with refergtrce to an alternative and

perhaps more p6pular formulation of their.interaction: that is, the for-
'

mulation in terms of personal motives and drives, implying a philosophy

I shall call 'man the pleasure- seeker." I would like to suggeit thit this

philosophy underlies a number of psyclIological theories, including both
, %

psychoanalysis and a variety of 'stimulus - response- reinforcement'' formula-

tions.' For example, psychoanalysis speak; in terms of pleasurableobjects"
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which in turn give rise to the possibility of loss and thence conflict,.

anxiety and defense mechanisms. In "reinforcement" terminology, the plea-

surable qualities of the reinforcer are also implicit...

/Ale-A a consultatioe xteraction is viewed in the above light, man's

please-seeking propensity le seen as setting up 'forces which must" be

dealt ,,ith somehow. The role of the consultant becomes one of either

harnesFing or transcending these forces, depending on hit Particular con-

sultation theory. In the previous case example, for'instance, the inter-
,

actions between the teacher and me could be formulated in terms of loyal-

.

empathies, and needs. Specifically, I might appear to be loyal to/

the child, principal" and special teacher, while the teacher who consulted

me might-be seen as loyal to himself, his teaching peers, and his class-

room. As rhave suggested, many theoreticians of consultation woul4i1 see

the consultant's task as one of "harnessing" or "transcending" these joy-

alties. Alinsky (1971) appears to'be a "harpesser" and would perhaps sug-

gest that a valid role for the consultant would be-to become an official

advocate for certain forces in the school. Caplan (1970) appears to t?e,,

more of a 'transcender" and might see the "loyalties," of consultant and

consult0 as potentially disruptive to the effectivenestsof their inter-

actions

Introspection tells me that I do hae many ldyalties and that I.did
'Nkt

have lOyalties to the child, special teacher, and principal on the above

occasion. Thus, I would not claim that the suggestions. I have just as-

sociated with Alinskyeand Caplan are "incorrect ''ones. 'Nevertheless, I

ti believe that they do have limitations as heuristic concepts for the con-
.

sultant. When the case example is formulated in terms of loyalties and

conflicts, the disagreement between consultant and conedltee over how the
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problem is viewed can be accounted for, but tho\anterprise of trying to
... ,

resolve it tends to take us deep into the complex intrapaychie processes
. . a

of two individuals. I have found myself wondering whether such a deep

intrap-y(hic?exploration is either necessary or aufficient to accomplish

the :atherNlimited goals which coneultantsVgApera4y. pursue,, the goals

of (n .-_stablishing communication With the coni;ultee and .(b) Nbelping the
r,

consul Le become 4 more effective problem solver.

The two goals of the consultant just stated seem to me to'be most

clearly facillitated when one adoOts a view of ma, which Heider and Kelly,

among others, seemed to share, and which is different from the pleasure-

seeker" view descried earlier. I call 'his view 'man the language-builder."
.

, * .
.

Personal conOtructS.and attfibutions, after all, represent a particular

\ , .;

'language of Ideas" developdd in order to organize and understand events.
e . ;

_

Although this tendency to organize and understand may, in turn, ultimately
r

..

4 "-%
depend on man s.search for.pleas.ure,. what makes the langu age builder view

-

different is that, in it, most interperdonal events ate seen as immediately

determined by the participants' ideas rathatehan their needs. This is

consistent with the 'consultant's goal of communication because .loMmunicationI

first ansirforemost, the transfer of ideas from one individual.to another.

It is also consistent with the goal of\helping;the consuliee.became a more

effective problem solver because problem\saiving is'really a cognitive .pro-
,

tess. Solvineproblem can often depend on having ,the appropriate reper-

toire of 'ideas. It will be noted, however, that I speak of "appropriate"

repertoires of ideas rather than "good" ones. I believe/ that it is part

and parcel of

uated only in

rect" ways of

7

the "langUage-builder" view of man that laiguages are eval:-

k 2
terms of their effectiveness. There are no inherently "cor -. 7

.

*iewing.the world, but some Ways may be better suited than
. %
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others for processing certain class of problems.

Having stated a general philosophiQal tramework,for consultation and

fsuggested that personal construct and attribution.. theories are broadly

consi::.t With that f:,.-omework, I T7ould now like to turn attention to s_ ome

parts . characteristics'of thes . two parent theories. I then

brief characterize-some of the difficultied involVedin tr,7::;lating'Shese

theoretical statements into pactica; guides fo the con ltaft, and fin

state! some examples of:the practical advice that I believe n be generated

by the approach to consultation developed in this paper.

Requirements of a Cpstltation "Heuristic

Both Heider and Kelly, Vie seminal thinkers in-attribution and personal

construct theory; seem to have-possessed the view of man I have called.
e.,

Alan the langUagerbbilder.' Since my penal experiences have convinced me A

- that `such a viewAs a useful one foT a consultant, I have set myself the
;

Ji
task of attempting to develop a 'consult3 atioh "heuristic'.' from these theories;.

"However, in so doing, I have found that each theory is_ complete without

the other in Malingwfth the reaIitieP faced by consultants. I would now

like to describe some of the difficulties which come about in translating
ti

a thdaretical moded-intd an action 'Model and demonstrate how two theories

, .

together-provi4a stronger basis for a heuristic model than either one

would taken alone.

Attribut#n'theory and personal construct theory are each rich"theo-

_,,-

retical statements, capable of dealing with wide ranges of social pheno-

I initially characterized them as explanations of the processes by

which people organize reality, attribution theory peeing people ag at-

tempting to answer' "why" questions and personal construct theory seeing

BP

ti
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.them as attempting ,to at-igwer.kr"wht questions. The differential emphasis,

however, by no means ima4es that these two theories have mutually-extiu-
.

In prat ice, why and that questions are usually .closely re-.

. one,another. 7or ekamplz, let'us consider the foilowin? attri-v-

statement: :the 116t do What I told her tc lecause

!

she is z rebellion's child." As pha:,i; the statement answer, Gh1y ques-

tion, and attribution theoy eni.;:iasize that the child, -vApr than
-

10.

V

the self or the situation, is seen as. the cause of the event. However,

(

the statementalgo 'contains a personal Construct in the form of the im-

plied dichOtomy betweerebellions and nonrebelybas dhildren. It thus

alsooanswers a what qpestion. Attribution and personal constructs often

/-coexist.,./ThuS, although ea6hAheory its phased elegantly and deductively,

using
4r

as few different terms as possible, it is clearly possible .to use

-

terms from either one to describe the same phenomena.

,-,//

Despite the; verlap just descilbed, the two theories do develop
- \ - , - t , .

somewhat differentImplications. Since attribution theory operates upon

"the event,"A.ts time perspective tends to'be the immediate situation in,

which "the event' takes place: In the above example, to use Harold

Xelley's (1967) particularly elegant version of attribution theory, the

attributional analysis would concern itself-with immediate antecedents

of the'attribution, predicting' that the particular'statement-(''the child

did not do what I told her to do because she is a rebellious child") is

4
most likely to be believed- nder the following conditions: (a) the

-distinctiveness' cfiterion (whatever-is seen as the cause, in this case
-

the "child'S rebelli9usness, is present when the effect is present and ab-

sent when it is absent), (b) the "consistency criterion" (the linkage of

thewcause'and affect.is obberve0,repeatedly.under a. variety of different
.4(
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conditions), and (C) the "consensus" criterion (tha same causaLannec--

tion is Seen by manydifferent observers). This analysis will be use

to the consultant whenever he is interested in understanding why particu-

. lar attributions are made'in particular situations or if he is interested

in encouraging the employment of a different attribtliou. We will have

occasion to refer repeatedly to Kelley's three criteria in the remainder,

of the paper.

It should be clear, however, as Kelley himpelf states,:that attribution
*

theory deals with general laws, nit individual differences. Kelley con-

sidered it a current weakness of the theory that it failed to character- -

ize "personality differences in the arpribution process" and also failed

to take account of the importance of labeling [in producing] attribution

stability" (*Kelley, 1967, p. 235)'. I would like to add that attribution

theory also fails to take account of attribution styles that are cbdrac-

teristic of most or all school- personnel simply by virtue of their parti

cipation in the school "culture," (Sarason, 1970) and also -those which

are characteristic of a particular role in,the school, such as teacher

lot principal.

The above short- comings of attributioal analysis are made up for, by

the simultaneous emplAyment of conceptsfrom personal construct theory.

The time perspective of .the latter theory includes the entire Life- history
4

of the "construct bearing" individual. This comes about because an in- '

dividual's constructs are 'defined by their previous instances. It is the,

previous instances of rebellio s and non-rebelibUs children in the personal

experience of the teacher, foi' instance, which give meaning:to the word

"rebellious'' in the above, example. Personal construct theory thus gives,us

a language for dealing with individual differences and with the role of

a
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'labelling mentioned by Although. it'does not specifically give

us a language for dealing'with the school 'culture,' I feel it would be

possfole to meaningfully expand it in order to do so. TJhat is neces-

,sary in order to do so is to refer the meaning of constructs, not to the

individual experiendes of individuals, but to the collective experiences .

of all the individuals in a school: This collective experience can be

saan as transcending the period of time during which anyone individual

may Le 'a member of the school staff, and-the constructs developed in the

; context of this collective experience can be seen as transmitted directly

to new6omers in the process of initiatin3 them into tin. y^ belief system of

the-eschool. For.example, if it is part of a school's 'culairal" values

that taning An the hallways is a very serious offense,°new staff members

will 'end to adopt. that construct even though they did not have it to'be-
.

gin with.

Some problems of application are not delt with explicitly by,either

attribution theory or personal construct theory. Specifically, there is

the problem mentionedAy Kelly (1967, p. 235) of characterizing the -re-

41

tat on between the comaton man's attribution processes and the more sys-

tematic nrocesses incorporated in scientific methods." This can be 'par-

ticularly important fOr ei7' consultant because certainly he and probably

of :ers in fthe school possess some ideas from- I s4entific. pATchology while

others rely more on common sense. A second application problem arises be-

cause attribution tnlory was developed in terms of the attributions `which

individuals make about the characteristics bf other individuals. :lowever,

ineke is a nerd for the consultant to be able to deal with school staff mem-

. . . , .

bers' iattiXudas
t
towards groups, such as families4nd classes, and about or-

'
-;

. .

ganizations, sUch as the school as the whole.
0

or
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Dimensions for Consultants to Consider '

0

In the remainder of the paper, I.would hike to describe just a fe of

the areas in.which personal construct and attribution theories might be
I-

particularly useful for the consultant., The areas covered exhaust neither

the list'of areas which I have found it useful to think about in these terms

nor the list of areas which might:be elucidated.by the general system of

1

ideas I have been developing.;

In dealing with each area, I have chosen 'to focus on three general as-

pects of the consultant's task. These are (a) the discovery of:personal

constructs ,and attributions of the,consultee which are relatively "fixed"

(what.we might call finis 'core" constructs) and the careful 'phrasing of

consulnint advice so-as not to conflict with. .these, (b) the discovery. of

personal constructs and attributions of the consultee which mighebe more

easily altere and which, if alte.red, would improve problem solving be-6.
t

havior, and '''(c) the critical examination of the consultant's own ittr1.-,,

utions and personal constructs in the lfght of the theory.
t

. ...

Personal and impersonal causes.

The first dfm4nsion which the consultant might find useful to consider
. .

is heider's (1958) distinction"- tween personal and' impersonal causes.

heider noted that the =ay8 in which 'common sense:' perceives the actions of

a

1
individuals is far different than the Tmy'.it conceives of events Ilich are

seen as.occuring either by 'chance" Orfp the working out ofgdeterministic

laws. fn its simplest form, H.Ader's distinction came dam to the fact
1.

. that people s)em to intend to-do what they do4,11,J.-reas impersonal causes do

not. In practice, however, the relative "personalness",of a cause does

not come down simply whet er tperson was observed to be involved in the
5. 1.../.

action. Let us consider two examples. First e child wko fails at a given)

(

A
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task may not necessarily be seen as 'intending' to fail. The abllity of

the child Is an example of a trait whose functioning is relatively imper-

sonal. i.e., beyond the Child's control. Second, if a teacher finds him-

1

self Chwarted repeatedly frmobtaining needed supplies, he may assume

that someone intends" to keep him from getting them even though he has

never observed anyone in the actual act of carrying out that intention.

In the latter case, the infernce of personal cause is made.E3Y, default"

l
because the pa

__/

pattern of'events is one whic, does not readily occur by chance
.

.

or,in the woeing out of physicar)laws.
. . .

P,sesonal and impersonal causes have particularly strong implications

when their effect is unpleasant, or constitutes a Ofoblem. The implication

of greatestimportance is that only personal causes can be recipients of

blame. In other words, personal causes see to mobilize a retributive re7

sponse (punish the offender).rather than a solution (analyze. the

identify critical variables, and modify them). The retributive response,

although'sometimesyperceived as totally irrational, is actually based on

sound, although 'simple, instrumental logic. An entity which is perceived

as havin3ChteAtions will, of course, -be siterk as likely to modify those in-
0 r

tentions if the inendad actions are foundlto be followed by punishment.

f

On the other hand, retribUtion.is clearly irrational when applied to enti-
i

ties which have'nO intentions and hence no controkover their actions.

As I have suggested, the' retributive response is often characteri ed
. ,

as 'irrational. From personal experience, Iknow that it isdivery easy for

consultants to "blame" those teachers who blame their students for, the

things which go wrong in their classes. pearly, the consultant's feeling

that the teacher is beiing irrational and also 'wrong" is better coped with

if it can be r,:.!duced,.at least on.a conceptual level, to a question of



disac,rem.-nt abcut Oh2ihr:r th = calls, is indl,e'd a nersonal' on. The teacher

b?lieves, that problems in his class are personalty capsed, w7lila the consul-

taLt believes .thy are impersonally causiOc I will have more t6 say abdut

this phenomenon shortlY.

Although some useful- implications for the consultant are, I telieve,
.. _- ..

already present in what has hien stated/about personal and iMp.n-sonal forms

-N .

.....

of causation, I :would how,
i

li e.to analyze th_ copsultant's roll more ihor-
.

1

oughly With retard to particular problr4m which:arise iD this az.ea. I will
t.

do this. with spacial reference. to .Kellay's qUestion about 'the relation be-
.

tws&n tha common man's attribution Procises and,the moi-asyq'?matic pro- (-

A. ,.

cessa's incorporated in scientific methods. For,,the capsult&t3 does typi-'

cally hava a Tiort'scientific.wa# of thinking than his cOnsultee. I be- ! (4

d

liever,that'itfs charactrisiic of the :fora ,.scienti ''fic'fonna of psyChoiOgy, .

0

as opposdt(o, Comincin\serise. psychology,thatWey, tend to.eubstitute im-
..,

-..

personal-causes for personal ones.wheraver possible. 'This is not to say
, . ''

L,
, 44

that the.coneept of intentionality is always
)
absent. In sm.?. psyChologiStS

'
._

)

(those k7nich podit 'hinconscious'motivation. in particular) the concept of
..,

. (

.,

intentionality may even have an expandad field Of applicability. 'However, :~
. -

,

in thasa casas the concePt. is 'de'parsonalizz,C by stripning it of, the prop

erty most characterptic of it in thecothmon sense view; the property of

. , .

bTn,, under the individual's control: Thus, n.,,rsonal causation, ill thA
Ve, -f 0 t $ .

, s.,.._

ser:a in which we have been using\the term,. 16 greatly reduced in scientiftt

psychology. A typical problem in consultation, then, ig likely to be that
. . N,

ev.2nts' which are vie,,ed as Personally caused by the cOnsulteAare viewed as

impe;sonally caused by the consultant. As an 4ample, let us examine a
(

typical and plausible teacher statement; 'he's always trying to disrupt the
1

class. I can't lot him get/awey with that.' KoW will the consultant-now

1 )

4 4

P.
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proceed to address thythree major tasks which I previously enumerated?

First, what advican the consultant give which Will be compatible with

the teacheris "core constructs'? Clearly, any attempt to speak of the dr,-

. . ,

, _

4nimics of the child, Of psychological forces;uthich may compel him to act the'
N .

[
f k

way Ie,does, will be
,
incompatible. My personal experience suggests to me

that it is the exception rater than the ruts fora teacher to.be able to

A
respond meaningfully to Such an intraplychic explanation if she indeed be-

\

lieves that the child's attions'areintentional in the common sense meaning

of that concept. Rather, the Consultant might concentrate on the issue'of
.

. , . .

what strategy to use to change the child's presumed intentions. He might

....--'-

try to onstrate that persuaskion is superior to punishment or that'the

A
provision

lit

of meanfngfill incentives is preferable to either.
4

Second, how might the consultant determind w ther the teacher's attri-
I

'bution could be changed and in what direction might it be most useful to
I t

,

change it? here Kelley's analysis of the major immediate supports of a

single attribution can be most useful. The consultant might attempt to de-

termine tf.what eXtept consistency, distinctivenss and consensus are play-
,.

' .

ing a'role in-supporting the attribution. The dimension of consistency

(does the presumed etause appear in a variety of different; situations) can

.be particularly important because intentional acts are usually not performed'

in all situations. Thus,7if the child disrupts the class by talking softly

to himself, and it can.b-e demonstrated that the child always( talks to Al-
t

self, the.teacher may beiconvinced that the child does not indeed intend to

disrupt the class.

Thirdlyi hotmay the consultant usefully examine his o 17 n attributions

in the critic#1 light of theory? In general, the consultant shohld be ex-

z
pecially careful that his psychological sophistication is not actually

ti
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getting in the wayjof giving good advice. Does Ices y help if the child

.

is not seen as responsible for his on ,actions? I that it does only
I .!4 , v.

if one of the two following conditions holds:' (a) the child is suffering
.

N l
..

as a result of being blamed for asomething .or (b) tiere is way of solving
,

.

the problem which -depends'on identifying its impersonal cause.,,

It should not/be Inferred frqs?the above example, however, that the
, - . .4

consultant isjalways the possessor of S "scientific" view while the consultee
).

holds a "common sense" One. Sometimes exactly the oppoOte;Occurs. On the

,

\ .

one hand, no psychologistowever scientific; altogether abandons personal
1 %

causation; if he did' his psychology would be "mechanistic.'' 'On the other ......."

1 ,

/

hand, school personnel,have certain tientifIc notions of their own. Ty-

pically, they have been exposed Leo some scientific psychology in college
,

coursIs and also have be encouraged by prOfessiona ractice to view cer-
.

. \

.
.

...cr,.1..

,tain concepts (retardation, achievement'levek, learning disabilities, etc.)

# ,

'as,cOnstituting impersonal causes. When these impersonal' causes are em--
. _...)

ployed,to excess it may be necessdry for the consultant to."reumLze" the

_ .

.

..,

concepts by pa*tially repersonalizing them. He may need,'to demonStrate that. 4

certain impersonal causes (i.e., a learning disability) can account for some

t 1

od a child's actionsbut that many or most of the actions of the child can

. \

still be 'viewed in a 'common sense" light. I 4

r

The case example given earlier in, the paper tontatnsan instance of
. 1

.

.,-

the inapprdpriate use of'A impersonal cause lby a teaches'., In.that example,

,the teacher belie ed that the student' could not be held r sponsible for

copying answers on he test because he' was a defective c ild..11, on the

other hand, believed that he could and should be given c edit for having

done what he did deliberately and consciously. A useful property of illy own

personal constructs, inIthat instance, were that they allowed me to see the
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child's actions as personally caused while still'permitting me to employ

some impersonal caus
\,

(the excessive "dffficulty" of''the Art) to suggest

a solution which did )ot require "blaming' the child. The teacher's per-
r . .

4

sonal sconstruts in contfast, implied that therewas'a necessary connection
,

between viewing the chiV as acting intentially and ''blaming" or punishing
%

....,,
,

. . A
him.

.

Although I did not actually'do so, it is interesting to speculate abnut :

cthe probablCouteome of my directly ddr-wing this issue and attempting to
0 Hr7

modify the teacher's malladaptive personal construct.ry

. 'Levels of organization of 'personalscauces.
0 .

As I have 'suggested, Heider ail Kelly had a prirn'ry interest in. the

.

4'

,

concepts whi9 individuals have about otheAndividual. In thinking about
. ,

.

-,---
.4. ,,

the application of their theoriks_to consultation however, I have had to
_,,.,..

i

. T
_.. ,

depart froin that vimary f9cus an con,ider.thie'attribuns which. .ndivid-
..

. !

t ,

uals make concerning, the causal roles' of whi4t.may be called "higher" levels

of.sbcial organization. Specifically, although a' est many of the impor-

rant attributions/possessed:by ,teach4-s concern indi#Iduals, a great many
.

i I

.

(

,

,

cone such things` as the elationslyp betweerrtwo Children, the charac-

. -,,
r.. -,

.

'
A

teristios of a, group (sych as a,class), the atMosphere of an ehtireschgol, A

or the demands
i

.

o f society: This'concern
-

witthigher 'lev social or
. . 6

1anization is even greater fOr school officials higher on the hierarchy,
1,

. . i .

such as principals or uperintendeVA of schools. I shall discuss the/fSsue
-,,

, . .

.
,

. .

of attributions concerning higher.,,levels of 'social organization in terms of

a 'eW specific phenomena which seem to characterize the way these higher.
1

. 0

le els are processed in common sense.

(77

it

,

lice personalization of higher entities. The sciences, such as socio-
4.

%...

logy, which deal with grkupand social phenomena, have generally used even

/)

ti,
more impersonal terminology than that used by psychologists. However, the

,

0,
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fact remains that gmmmolksense often personalizes groups, organizations or

even society, as thefollowkng three statements illustrate: "society demands'

that chi dien be educated," "the class is acting up;"-Pthe schbol refused to

'respond to community pressures for change." I would like.to suggest that

.this personalization of higher entities is a phenomenon which the consultant

cln make use of, "exploit," if.ou will, in attempting to aleer the attri-
-

bution tenaencies of individuals who.have a strong preference for seeing the,

world in terns of -personal causes.

A,- AS an example of how the pgrsonalization of 4(class might b,e helpful to

%
a consultant, s consider the'case'ofa teacher-who believes that a cer-

e ' 1A 4 .
.

tait Child lis a "ring. leacler:' i.e., poTtesses both the ability and inten-
,

, $

pt the cla
.

c, $
,

Lion to disruss and frequently does so. The teacher hap a
.

blamiqg
.

. . .

.

.
,

r
. . _

.

and ,retributive response.to this child, 'Which is hdrmful, to hit gdneral

growth.and does not lead to any noticible itprov-ment: One choice open to
)

'

-the consultant is' to,attempt to cordtnce the teacher that there are certain

reasonahy the child act's the way he does--to focus her attention on 1m-

A.

'personal causes of an` intragsychic or interpersonal mature. However, as we

have previously- suggested such a change may not be' possible for the teacher
o

becauseher reliance on personal causes,ma result from a "ogre construct.
I i

*In such a case, it may be easier for the consultant to focus the teacher's
.- f .

r
attention on the readiness of tht clap to be disru., pted. By encouraging'v
,her to s elhe\glass as being m6tivated to eniage in chaos and as wticoming ii

disruptions from any souve, her tendency to blame the individual fR reduced

and her ensuing focusing of her attention on the whole group may well lead

to better Coping. 'A larger social entity can be "blamed with 1Rssolikeli-
..-

hood of harmful consequedces than can an individual.

To make clearhow a might encourage an attribution to a class
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_ .

as a personal cause, I would like to refer. once again to KelIey'% triad, of

consistency, distinctiveness and consensus. In this case,the releVant di-

(Tension is distinctiveness (the cause is always present when the effect is

present and absent when it is absent). If the consultant-can demonstrate

that other children have disrupted thlass, then the- role of-this par-

ticular child will no longer be distinctive and will not be seen as a cause.

A cause which is distinctive will bt substituted. The teacher mayydrceive

that the readiness of this particular group (the class) to,be disrupted is

greater than that of 'other groups win which he is acquainted..

Preference'forr certain.leyels, T:1 re is already a problem implicit
A

11.

in the example given in the preceding paragraph.- That is, sometimes

sultant may wish"to have-people think in terns of groups or organizations,

asrauses even when there is, nothing to support such an attribution. In

the'above example, it' may be that the class is"riot'unusually disruptafia.e
.0

4

and the disruption is indeed Always precipitated by one child: All the

attributional'evidence points to the child;_yet the consultant still be-

lieves Omit. "group process" is respoisible.

The essence of the above example consists.in the fact thai'the con-

,stAtant prefers to think at the group level -while the teacher prefers to

think' at the individual level. What.makes it partic4larly difficult for

the consultant is that the usual attributional criteria, consistency, dis-

tinctiveness, andcorisensus, all operate to support the teachei's view and

refute the consultaties,view, at least" in the immediate context,. It cerT

tainay seems as If the child is a dietinctive and consistent cause of dis- '

ruption, and is widely viewed that way.

functionit4 for the Consultant in,this case probably depends
(7\

on a careful attributional analysis of his own beliefs with an eye toward
,
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determining how lie came 'to hold them. He may then have the basis for juds-

ing whetherit might be feasible to try to reproduce some of the conditions

of his own learning in order to produce learning in the teacher. It is ,

quite likely, however, that the end result of the consultant's introspec-

tion will, be to conclude that there not adequate grounds for changing

lev;1 of analysis. No,ertheless,'simply knowing that ter-,

tin individuals seem to prefer cer':_ 7i levels can be useful to him in

avoiding unnecesE.4ry and .olinterproduive conflicts.

Assimilation hylvele membership. final interesting property of com-
,,
\

mon.sense viewsnf larger social entities has to do with the fact that what

is attributed to a group jor Adnization may frequently be seen as dharac-

'teristic of the' embership rather than the,entity,as a "structured whole."

To make cle'Sr what/I mean, let me return to the original example of the

teacher and the test paper.

In that example, a k.ay issue, wh h,remained largely implicit but

which had important impli::ations form interaction With the teacher, was
7-\

the difference in how we viewed classes, the phenomenon oil membership in

classes, tithe boncept of ability level as applied tQ classes. It will

9.46recailed that the teacher saw the child as "defettive" and hence not.

really belonging to the class. Clearly, the teacher believed that a class

Was a place where everyone had approximately the same ability--those who

didn't were not really "members" of the cla'ss although they might occupy a

seat in'the room. This is an example of a cognitive structure which Gestalt

4 -

theorists (as summarized by Heider, 1958) cHaracterized as being dominated

by the law-of "assimilation and contrast." The teacher tended to divide

students into those who fit and those who did not: Those who fit were seen'

as being more similar to each other than they really were and those who did
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not fit were seen as being more different from the others than they really

,were. Part and parcel of this -assimilation and contrast" structure was

%

the tendency to see group characteristics as residing in the membership

(they all had the same "ability level") rather than in the group structure

(there was a certain level of "difficulty of the material" which still al-

lows, however; for's'the possibility that some stildents' may absorb far more

of it than others). The'fact that the teacher assimilated: group charac-

teristics to the membership was a primary factor keepi ng himfrom seeing

the child as part of the class..

.

It is m
I

y belief thatflassimilation by the Membership" represents a

phenomenon which is very common. It seenis to be one, of the very f6.T uni-

versal laws of psychology that; i.m.ple.structuies are initially imposed

by the mind and only become differentiated if there is some pressure to-

wards differentiation. The consultant is typically called in in precisely

those instances where the simple structure which has proven adequate for

so long has failed to deal with some difficult instance or other. I must \

confess that I have no easy solution for how to deal with.this phenomenon.

Thus, my recommendations are likely to,be somewhat unsatisfactory.

The.enterprise ofactually changing the cognitive structures which

people use to think about,groups and organizations is a particularly tricky

one.' I believe that, in this case,,the "culture of the school" (Sarason,

1970) and the Kelley dimension of consensus are of articular importance.

It 'is unlikely that an individual teacher will begin to think in more dif-
.

ferentiated.terms on the advice-of a, consultant if the dominant way of

thinking in the school is in terms_of "assimilation by the membership."
.

Sarason has emphasized that ipterventione designed to change fundamental

"regularities" in theschools often come 'to grief. While certain forums,

r
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such aA teacher training programs (Sarason, Davidson, & Blatt, 1962) -may

provide viable leverage points for some kinds of change in this general

realm,- the individual consultant may be relatively powerless to change forms

of thinking which are so institI.Von4fzed:
. .

e

.0n the other hand,, one need not'be nearly so pessimistic about changing
r

i
the specific attributions which arise in the co,Irae of a teticher's attempt-

k .

0
ing to account-for th ose "puzzling" events which do not fit easily :into the

Werall -assimilation and contrast structurp." In the case.of:the teacher

and the te st paper, for example, the' consults Could i if cantly affect

, . .

the teacher'sa.dapttve functioning even though he did nothi g to change the.

way he thought- about classes and ability

dressing what I shall call a "secondary attribution."

He could do this by ad-

In ord'atfor the teacher in the main case" example' o iccept,the fact
.

110
A

that this child, who wasn't really a memberAot the cltss',^wassitting in his,
.

( .

classroom and 1eing treated "as ir'he really was a member; he had to have
,

17.\
4% a satisfactory explanation. He resortedGto a '.'secrdary" attribution,lat

',
l

(-13

tribUting the child's'presence,in'the class to the 'ictthat certain- uihor-
..

ities wanted him to be there, This "secondary attributiOh" was maladaptive

. ../.
.

because it resulted in's particularly low level of commitment on the\teach

er's part. Thus, a meaningfurrolefoyheconsultant might be to try and

4

)

change this secondary)attribution to one which resulted. in a higher degree of

commitment. For example, the teacher might be induced to regard the presence
,

of the child as a potential learning experience for him ("learn how to help

\<that kind of child bectute I might go into special education someday"). The

generaltprinciple Illustrated is that of finding the attributions-which may-
.

be changed rather than worrying about the ones which are difficult tOthange.

Ss
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Conclusion

,I have discussed only a few of the ways in which attribution andper-

sonal'construct theories might be applied to the consultation procestr. I

hope that the examples I have given will demonstrate the potentialfruit-

('
fulness of the approadh, cand lead to further developtenfs and elaborations:.

r.

/

e-",

.

/e

51
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